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The Internet of Things is now the WiFi of Things - Headaches for Operators or New Profits?
The role of the broadband service provider is now delivering Internet to dozens of connected devices for the
subscriber and for every family member. With nearly everything connecting today, operators face many costly
challenges to deliver on their promise of quality services. Making matters worse, the Internet speed delivered
through WiFi in the home is now the clear bottleneck, with a 1GB FTTH service often performing at 5 megs or
worse to the user.
WiFi service is now the Internet for most of your subscribers. WiFi is inside the home, and is technically
challenging because it is indeed without wires. With challenges there can be big opportunities. We’ll cover
these in the call with these main topics:
-

Everything is connecting - some data
WiFi in the home is now the bottleneck and becoming the source of most support calls; what to do
about it?
What about mesh WiFi? What can operators do to support subscribers' whole home WiFi needs
Some new WiFi standards to the rescue - no need to go for proprietary options
What about IOT standards and smart home services? Some thoughts on where we're going.
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